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Ernest Geliner (1964: 169)

—But do you know what a nation means? says John Wyse.
—Yes, says Bioom.
—What ts it? says John Wyse.
—A nation? says Bioom. A nation is the same people living in the sarne
place.
—By God, then, says Ned, laughing, ifthat’s so I’m a nation for I’m living
tri the sarne place for the past five years.
So of conrse everyone had a laugh at Bloom and says he, trying to muck
out ofit:
—Or also llving tri clifferent places.
—That covers my case, says Joe.

THE RACE TO NATION’

James Joyce (1984: 329—30)

For years, anthropological studies ofethnicity concentrated on relationships
btween groups which were of such a size that they could he studied through
our traditional field methods: participant observation, personal interviews
and surveys. The emplrical focus of anthropological studies was almost by
default a local community. If the state was given consideration, it would
usually he as a part of the wider context, for instance as ari external agent
influencing Iocal conditions. Besides, anthropology was traclitionally biased

O towards the study of remote others’. As argued earlier, the general shift iii
O terminology from tribe’ to ‘ethnic group’ relativises such ari Us/Them

dichotomy, since ethnic groups, unlike tribes’, obviously exist auaong
‘ourselves’ as well as among the others’. The boundary mechanisrns that
keep ethnic groups more or Iess discrete have the same formal characterls

1 The pun is stolen from Brackette Williams’ essay ‘A class act: antbropology and the
race to nation across ethnic terrain’ (13. Williams, 1989).
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tics in a London suburb as tri th New Guinea highlands, and the
development of ethnic identity can he studied with largely the same
conceptual tools tri New Zealand as in Central Europe — although the
empirical contexts are distinctive and ultlmatelyunique. This has todaybeeri
acknowledged tri social anthropology, where perhaps a majority of
researchers now study complex unbounded’ systems rather than supposedly
isolated communities.

Nationalism ts a relatively recent topic for anthropology. The study of
nationalisrn — the ideology ofthe modern nation-state — was for many years
left to political scientists, macrosociologists and historians. Nations and
nationalist ideologies are definitely modern large-scale phenomeua.

: However, although the study ofnationalismraises methodological problems
relating to scale and the hnpossibffity of isolating the unit of study, these
problems inevitahly arise tri relation to other empirical foci as well. Since the
beginning of moderu fieldwork, social changes have taken place tri the
heartlands of anthropological research, integrating millions ofpeople into
markets and states. Like ourselves, our informants are citisens (while they
formerly might have been colonial subjects). Further, ‘prirnitive soeleties’
probably never were as isolated as was formerly held, and they were no more
‘pristine’ and ‘original’ than our own societies (Wo1f 1982). Indeed, as Adam
Kuper (1988) has shown, the very idea ofprimitive society was a European
invention which emerged under particular historical circumstances.

Ari early, but largely neglected, venture into the anthropological study of
nation-states, was Lloyd Faflers’ (1974) research tri Uganda and Turkey,
where he explicitly tried to link data fromboth micro and macro leveis tri his
analyses (cf. also Gluckman, 1961; Grønhaug, 1974). Höwever, the study
of nationalism has truly become a topic within anthropology only during
the 1980s and 1990s.

In the classic terminology of social anthropology, the term ‘nation’ was
used tri aii inaccurate way to designate large categories ofpeople or societies
with more or Iess uniform culture. Tri his introductory textbook, LM. Lewis
(1985: 287) states: ‘By the term nation, following the best anthropological
authority we understand, of course, a culture-uuit.’ Later, Lewis makes it
clear that he sees no reason for clistinguishing between ‘tribes’, ‘ethnic
groups’ and ‘nations’, since the clifference appears to he one of sl2e, not of
structural composition or functioning. Comparing groups ofseveral million
with smaller segments, he asks: ‘Are these smaller segments significantly
different? My answer ts that they are not: that they are simply smaller units
ofthesamekind...’ (Lewis, 1985: 358).

tri this chapter, 1 shall argue that it can tndeed he worthwhile to
dtstinguish nations from ethnic categories because oftheir relationship to a
modern state. It wfll also he shown that ari anthropological perspective ts
essential for a fullunderstanding ofnationalism. An analytical and empirical

6 NATIONALTSM

Nationalism is not the awakening ofnations to self-consciousness: it
invents nations where they do not exist.
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focus on nationalism can further he ffluminating in research on modernisa
tion and social change, as well as being highly relevant for the wider fields
ofpolitical anthropology and the study of social identities.

WHAT IS NATIONALISM?

Ernest Gellner begins his famous book on nationalism by defining the concept
like this:

Nationalism ts primarily a polittcal principle, which holds that the political axid the
national unit should be congruent.

Nationalism as a sentiment, or as a movement, can best be defined in terms ofthis
principle. Nationalist sentiment ts the feeling of anger aroused by the violation of the
principle, orthefeeling ofsatisfaction arousedbyifs fulfilmeut. Anattonalist move,nent
isoneactuatedbysentimentofthiskind.(Gellner, 1983: 1;cf. Gefiner, 1978:134)

While this definition at flrst glance may seem a straightforward one, it turns
out to be circular. For what ts the ‘national unit’? Gefiner goes on to explain
that he sees it as synonyrnous with an ethnic group — or at least an ethnic
group which the nationallsts claim exists: ‘In brief, nationalisrn ts a theory
ofpolitical legitimacy,which requires that ethnic boundaries shouldnot cut
across political ones’ (Gefiner, 1983: 1; cf. also Gellner, 1997). In other
words, nationalism, the way the term ts used by Gellner and other contem
porary social scientists, explicitly or implicitly refers to a peculiar 11mk
between ethnicity and the state. Nationalisms are, according to this view,
ethutc ideologies which hold that their group should dominate a state. A
nation-state, therefore, ts a state dominated by an ethn.ic group, whose
rnarkers of identity (such as language or religion) are frequently embedded
in its officiaL symbolism and legislation. There is a drive toward the
integration and assimilation of citizens, although Gefiner concedes that
nations may contain ‘non-rneltable’ people, what he calls entropy-resistant
groups. More of them later.

Iii another important theoretical study of nationalism, the South-East
Asianist and political theorist Benediet Anderson proposes the following
definition of the nation: ‘it ts an hnagined political community — and
imagined as both inherentlyliinited and sovereign’ (Anderson, 1991 [1983]:
6). By ‘imagined’, he does not necessarlly mean ‘invented’, but rather that
people who define themselves as members of a nation ‘will never know rnost
of their fellow-rnembers, meet thern, or even hear of them, yet in the minds
ofeach ilves the linage of their communion’ (ibid.). Unlike Gellner and many
others, who concentrate on the political aspects ofnationaIism, Anderson ts
concerned to understand the force and persistence of national identity and
sentiment. The fact that people are willing to die for their nation, he notes,
indicates its extraordinary force.

Despite these differences ki ernphasts, Anderson’s perspective ts largely
compatible with Gellner’s. Both stress that nations are ideological construc
tions seeking to forge a link between (self-defined) cultural group and state,
and that they create abstract communities of a different order from those
dynastic states or kinship-based comrnunities which pre-dated thern.

The main task Anderson sets himseffts to provide en explanation for what
he calls the ‘anomaly ofnationalism’. According to both Marxist and liberal
social theories ofmodernisation, nationalisrn shouldnothave been viable in
en individualist post-Enlightenrnent world, referring as it does to ‘primordial
loyalties’ and solidarity based on conimon origins and culture (cf. Nimni,
1991). In particular, Anderson notes with a certain piizzlement that socialist
states tend to he nationalist in character. ‘The reality ts quite piain,’ he writes,
‘the “end of the era of nationalism”, so long prophesied, ts not rernotely in
sight. Lndeed, nation-ness ts the most universally legitimate value in the
politicallifeofourtime’ (Anderson, 1991 [1983]: 3).

Anthropological research on ethnic boundaries and identity processes
could help to ifiuminate Anderson’s problematique. Anderson does not himself
discuss ethuicity, and some of his main examples — the Philippines and
Indonesia— are indeed multiethnic countries fraught with tension. Research
on ethnic identity formation and boundarymaintenance has indicated that
ethnic identities tend to attain their greatest importance lii situations offlux,
change, resource competition and threats against boundaries. It ts not
surprising, therefore, that political rnovernents based on cultural identity are
strong in societies undergoing modernisation, although this does not
account for the fact that these movements become nationalist rnovements.

The remarkahle congruence between theories ofnationalism and anthro
pological theory of ethnicity seems unrecognised (or at least
unacknowledged) by Gellner and Anderson. Since the two bodies oftheory
have largely developed independently of each other, 1 shall point out the
matti paralleis.

Both studies of ethnicity at the local community level and studies of
nationalism at the state level stress that ethnic or national identities are con
structions; they are not ‘natural’. Moreover, the 1mk between a particular
identity and the ‘culture’ it seeks to reify ts not a one-to-one relationship.
Widespread assumptions of congruence between ethnicity and ‘objective
culture’ are in both cases shown to he cultural constructions themselves.
TaIk about culture and culture can here, perhaps, he distinguished lii roughly
the same way as one distinguishes between the menu and the food. They are
social facts of different orders, but the former ts no less real than the latter.

When we look at nationalism, the link between ethnic organisation and
ethnic identity discussed earlier becomes crystal clear. According to rnost
nationalisms, the political organisation shouldbe ethnic 1tt character in that
it represents the interests ofa particular etbnic group. Conversely, the nation
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state draws an important aspect of its political legitimacy from convincing

the popular masses that it really does represent them as a cultural unit.

An emphasis on the duality of meaning and politics, common in ethnicity
studies as well as research on nationalism, can also he related to anthropo-.

logical theory on ritual symbols. Iii his work on the Ndembu, Victor Turner

(1967, 1969) has showed that these symbols are multivocal and that they

have an ‘instrumental’ and a ‘sensory’ (or meaningfnl) pole. lii a remarkably

parallel way, Anderson argues that nationaiism derives its force from its
combination ofpolitical legitimation and emotional power. Abner Cohen

(1974b) has argued along siniilar lines when he states that politics cannot

be purely instrumental, but must always involve symbols which have the

power of creating loyalty anda feeling ofbelongingness.
Anthropologists who have written about nationalism have generally seen

it as avariant ofethnicity. 1 shall also do this atthe outset; later on, 1 shallnev

ertheless raise the question ofwhether non-ethnic nationalism.s are imaginable.

THE NATION AS A CULTURAL COMMIJNITY

Both Geliner and Anderson emphasise that although nations tend to imagine

themselves as old, they are modern. Nationalist ideology was first developed

iii. Europe and iii European diaspora (particularly lii the New World; cf.

Handler and Segal, 1992) in the period around the French Revolution. Here

we must distinguish between tradition and traditionalism. Nationalism, which

is frequently a traditionalistic ideology, may giorify and recodify an ostensibly

ancient tradition shared by the ancestors of the members of the nation, but

it does not thereby re-create that tradition. It reifies it in the same way that

the Hurons reffied their supposed tradition (see chapter 4).
Since nationalismis amodern phenomenon which has unfolded in the fuil

light ofrecordedhistory, the ‘ethnogenesis’ ofnations Iends itselfmore easily

to investigation than the history ofnon-modem peopies. Thus the creation

of Norwegian national identity took place throughout the nineteenth

century, which was a period ofmodernisation and urbanisation. The country

moved to fuil independence, leaving the union with Sweden, in 1905.
Early Norwegian nationalism mairily derived its sapport from the urban

middle classes. Members of the city bourgeoisie trave]Ied to remote valleys

in search of ‘authentic Norwegian culture’, brought elements froin it back to

the city and presented them as the authentic expression of Norwegianness.
Folk costumes, painted fioral patterns (rosemaling), traditional music and

peasant food became national symbols even to people who had not grown

up with such customs. Actually it was the city dwellers, not the peasants,

who decided that reffied aspects of peasant culture should he ‘the national

culture’. Anational heroic history was established. The creation of ‘national

arts’, which were markers ofuniqueness and sophistication, was alsgian

important part of the nationalist project in Norway as elsewhere. Typical
: representatives ofthis project were the composer Edvard Grieg, who incor

porated local folk tunes into his Romantic scores, and the author Bjørnstjerne
Bjørnson (who, unlike Henrik Ibsen, was awarded a Nobel Prise), whose
peasant tales were widely read.

Certain aspects ofpeasant culture were thus reinterpreted and placed into
an urban political context as ‘evidence’ that Norwegian culture was
distinctive, that Norwegians were ‘a people’ and that they therefore ought to
have their own state. This national symbolism was efficient in raising ethnic
boundaries vis-å-vis Swedes and Danes, and simultaneously it emphasised
that urban and rural Norwegians belonged to the same culture and had
shared political interests. This idea of urban—rural solidarity, characteristic
ofnationalism, was, as Gelluer has pointed out, a political innovation. Before
the age of nationalism, the ruJing classes were usually cosmopolitan in

‘ character. Anderson writes with a certain glee (1991 [1983]: 83n) that up
to the FirstWorld War no ‘English’ dynasty had ruled England since the mid
eleventh century. Furthermore, the idea that the aristocracy belonged to the
same culture as the peasants must have seemed aboxninable to the former
and incomprehensible to the latter before nationalism.

Nationalism stresses solidarity between the poor and the rich, between
the propertyless and the capitalists. According to nationalist ideology, the
sole principle ofpolitical exclusion and inclusion follows the boundaries ofthe
nation — that category ofpeople defined as members of the same culture.

Large-scale processes such as industrialisation, the Enlightenment and its
Romantic counterreactions, standardised educational systems and the
growth ofbourgeois elite culture are often rnentioned in connection with the
development of nationalism. It may therefore he relevant to mention that
the nation is not just reproduced through state social engineering and major
upheavals such as war, but also through everyday practices. For one thing,
sport is a ubiquituous presence in most contemporary societies, and it often
has a nationalist focus. Moreover, as Michael Billlg (1995) has shown, ‘small
words, rather than grand memorable phrases’, make up the stuffofnational
belonging for a great number of people: coins, stamps, turns of phrase,
televised weather reports; in brief, the banal nationalfsrn continuously
strengthens and reproduces people’s sense of national belonging.

THE POLITICAL USE OF CULTURAL SYMBOLS

The example of Norwegian nationalism indicates the ‘inventedness’ of the
nation. Until the late nineteetith century, Norway’s main written language
had been Danish. It was partly replacedby a new literary language, Nynorsk
or ‘New Norwegian’, based on Norwegian dialects. Vernacularisation is an
important aspect ofmany nationalist movements, since a shared language
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admftiistration ofa nation-state. When it comes to culture, it could be argued,
that urban Norwegians in Christiania (today’s Oslo) and Bergen hadmore ln
coxnmon with urban Swedes and Danes than with rural Norwegians. Tndeed
the spoken language in these cities is still, in the 1990s, closer to standard
Danish than to some rural dialects. Further, the selection of symbols to be
used in the nation’s representation ofitselfwas highly politically motivated.
In many cases, the so-called ancient, typically Norwegian customs, folk tales,
handicrafts and so on were neither ancient, typical nor Norwegian. The
painted fioral patterns depict grapevines from the Mecliterranean. The
Hardanger fiddle music and most of the folk tales had thelr origin in Central
Europe, and many of the ‘typical folk costumes’ which are worn at public
celebrations such as Constitution Day were designedby nationalists early in
the twentieth century. Most of the customs depicted as typical came from
specffic mountain valleys in southern Norway.

When such practices are reffied s symbols and transferred to a nationalist
discourse, their meaning changes. The use of presumedly typical ethnic
symbols in nationalism is intended to stimulate reflection on one’s own
cultural distinctiveness and thereby to create a feeling of nationhood.
Nationalism reifies cultnre in the sense that it enabies people to talk about
their culture as though it were a constant. In Richard Handler’s accurate
phrase, nationalist discourses are ‘attempts to construct bounded cultural
objects’ (Handier, 1988: 27). The ethnic boundary mechanisms discussed
earlier are evident here, as well as inventive uses ofhistory which create an
impression of continuity. When Norway became indepeudent, its first king
was recruited from the Danish royal family. He was nevertheless named
Haakon VII as a way of stressing the (entirely fictional) continuity with the
dynasty ofkings that ruled Norway before 1350.

The discrepancy between national ideology (comprising symbols,
stereotypes and the like) and social practice is no less apparent in the case of
nations than with respect to other ethnic groups. However, as Anderson
diplomatically remarks, every community based on wider links than face
to-face contact ts imagined, and nations are neither more nor less
‘fraudulent’ than other commuriities. We have earlier seen similar identity
processes iii dliscussions of other ethnic groups; what ts peculiar to
nationalism ts its relationship to the state. With the help ofthe powers ofthe
nation-state, nations can be lnvented where they do not exist, to paraphrase
Gellner (1964). Standardisation ofianguage, the creatiou ofnatioual labour
markets based on individual labour contracts and compulsory schooling,
which presuppose the prior existence of a nation-state, gradually forge
nations out of diverse human material. Thus, while it would have been
impossible a hundred and fifty years ago to state exactly where Norwegian
dialects merged into Swedish dialects, this linguistic boundary ts now more

clear-cut and follows the political one. As it ts sometimes said: a language ts
a dialect backed by an army.2
‘The earlier, dynastic states in Europe placedfew demands on the majority

V ftheir citizens (Birch, 1989), and they did not require cultural uniformity
- in society. It didnotmatter that the serfs spoke a diiferentianguage from that

of the rulers, or that the serfs in one region spoke a clifferent language from
‘ hose lxi another region. Why ts the standardisation of culture so important
: lii modern nation-states?

Gellner, Grillo (1980) and others have argued that nationalist ideology
.emerged as a reaction to industrialisation and the uprooting ofpeople from
theirlocal communities. Industrialisation entailedgreatgeographicmobflity,
and a vast number ofpeople becaine participants lxi the same economic (and
later the same political) system. Kinship ideology, feudalism and religion
were no longer capable of organising people efficiently.

lii addition, the new industrial system of production required the facffity
to replace workers on a large scale. Thus workers had to have many of the
same skills and capabffities. Industrialisation implied the need for a stan
dardisation ofskifls, a kind ofprocess which can also he described as ‘cultural
homogenisation’. Mass education ts instrumental in this homogenising
process. By introducing national consciousness to every nook and cranny of
the country, it turns ‘peasants into Frenchinen’ (Weber, 1976).

In this historical context, a need arises for a new kind of ideology capable
of creating cohesion and loyalty among individuals participating lxi social
systems on a huge scale. Nationalism was able to satisfy these requirements.
It postulated the existence of an imagined commuuity based on shared
culture and embedded in the state, where people’s loyalty and attachment
should he directed towards the state and the legislative system rather than
towards members of their km group or vifiage. In this way, nationalist
ideologyis functional for the state. At the same time, it mustbe remarked, the
drive to homogenisation also creates stigmatised others; the external
boundaries towards foreigners become frozen, and unme1table’ minorities
within the country (Jews, Gypsies — but also, say, Bretons, Occitans and
immigrants in the case of France) are made to stand out through their
‘Otherness’ and thereby confirm the integrity of the nation through

2 Swedish, Danish and the two varieties ofNorwegian are closelyrelatedlanguages. We
owe the fact that they aro considered three or four dlstinctive ones and not variants of
a shared Scandinavian language to nationalisni — a fact stiil benioaned by small, but
dedicated groups ofScandinavlanists.

canbe apowerful symbol ofcultural unity as well as a convenient tool in the
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dichotomisation. En a period such as the present, when claims to cultural
rights challenge hgemonies, this means trouble (see chapters 7—8).

Its po]itical effectiveness is one condition for nationalist ideology to he
viable; it must refer to a nation which can be embodied En a nation-state and
effectively ruled. An additional condition is popular support. What does
nationalism then have to oifer? As some of the examples below will suggest,
nationalism offers security and perceived stability at a time when life-worlds
are fragmented and people are being uprooted. An important alin of
nationalist ideology is thus to re-create a sentiment of wholeness and
continuity with the past; to transcend that alienation or rupture between
individual and society that modernity has brought about.

At the identitylevel, nationhood ts a matter ofbelief. The nation, that is the
VoIk imagined by nationalists, ts a product of nationalist ideology; it is not
the other way around. A nation exists from the moment a handful of
influential people decide that it should be so, and it starts, En most cases, as
an urban elite phenomenon. En order to he an efficient political tool, it must
nevertheless eventually achieve mass appeal.

C0MMUNICAfl0NS TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONHOOD

lue important difference between nations and other kinds of community,
including many ethnic communities, concerns scale. With a few exceptions
(notably miut-states En the Caribbean and the Pacffic), nation-states are
social systems operating on a vast scale. Tribal societies and other Iocal
communities could to a great extent rely on Idnship networks and face-to
face Enteraction for their maintenance as systems and for the Ioyalty oftheir
members. Even iii the great dynastic states, most ofthe subjects were locally
Entegrated; they were first and foremost members of families and vifiages.
Socialisatiort and social control were largely handled locally. Armies tended
to he professional, unlike En nationalist societies, where it ts considered the
moral duty of aH to fight for their country.

Nations are communities where the citi2ens are expected to he Entegrated
En respect to culture and self-identity En an abstract, anonymous manner.
One ofAnderson’s most telling fflustrations ofthis ahstract character of the
moral community ofthe nation ts the tomb ofthe Unknown Soidier. Usually
these tombs are left deliberately empty; they signi1 the universal, abstract
character of the nation. ‘Yet void as these tombs are of identffiable mortal
remalns or immortal souls, they are nonetheless saturated with ghostly
nationalimaginlngs’ (Anderson, 1991 [1983]: 9).

What are the conditions for such an abstract ideology? 1 have described
the economic and political concomitants of nationalism, and here we shall
add a technological prerequisite for it, namely communications technology
facffitating the standardlsation of knowledge or represen)tations

(cf. chapter 5). Anderson strongly emphasises print-capitalism as an
important condition for nationalism. Through the spread ofthe printedword
En cheap editions, a potentially unlimited number ofpersons have access to
identical information without direct contact with the originator.

More recently, newspapers, television and radio have played — and stifi
play — a crucial part iii standardising representations and language. These
media also play an important part lii the reproduction and strengthenlng of
nationalist sentiinents. During the Fa]lclands/Malvinas war En 1982, for
example, the British media depicted the war qnite consistently as a ‘simple
opposition between good and evil’ fJ. Taylor, 1992: 30), whereas the
Argentinian meclia depicted it as a struggle against colonialism (Caistor,
1992). Later commentary on the media En connection with the Gulf War
(Walsh, 1995) andthe 2001 warEnAfghanlstan (Chomsky, 2001) arrive at
sknilar conclusions.

Studies of the role of the Internet En influencing identities, language and
public dlscourse are also highly relevant En research on ethnicity and
nationalism. SEnce the Internet ts stiil a quite recent innovation, little ts
kuown about its impact, but it ts clear that it has not led to a giobal cultural
homogenisation. Although roughly half of the contents on the Web are En
English, this nevertheless means that there ts an enormous nuinber ofweb
sites En other languages. Just as most Norwegians continue to watch
Norwegian TV channels today, as they did before they got cable television
with an a]most unlimited choice, it may well he the case that most Internet
use conllrms existing identities rather than transcending them.

A clifferent kind of communications technology might also he considered
here, nainelymodernmeans oftransportation. Inthe mid-nineteenthcentury,
itcouldtake aweekto cross Trlnidad; today, thejoumeytakeslittlemorethan
anhour. Modern transportationtechnology greatlyfacilitates the Entegration
ofpeople into larger social systems, Encreasing the flow ofpeople and goods
indefinitely. It creates conditions for the integration ofpeople Ento nation
states, and En this way it may have important Endirect effects at the level of
consciousness En making peoplefeel that they are memhers of the nation.

Ametaphor appropriate to the political and cultural developments leacling
to nationalism is the map. Although maps existed before nationalism, the
map can he a very concise and potent symbol of the nation. Country maps,
present En classrooms ali over the world, depict the nation simultaneously
as a bounded, observable thlng and as an abstraction of something which
has a physical reality. Most world maps place Europe at the centre of the
world. This ts not a polltically innocent act!

Most students ofnationalism emphasise its modern and abstract aspects.
Anthropological perspectives are particularly valuable here, since anthro
pologists may throw into relief the unique and peculiar character of
nationalism and nation-states through comparisous with small-scale
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societies. Tn thls perspective, the nation and nationalist ideology appear at
Ieast partly as symbolic tools for the ruling classes in societies which would
otherwise have been theatened by potential dissolution. Some writers have
argued that nationalism and national communities can have profound roots
iii earlier ethnic communities or ethnies (A.D. Smith, 1986), but it would he
misleading to claim that there is an unbroken continuity from the pre
modern communities or ‘cultures’ to the national ones. As the Norwegian
example shows, folk costumes and other national symbois take on a clifferent
meanlng in the modern context frorn that which they originally had. They
become emblems ofdistinctiveness in relation to other nations.

NATIONALISM AS RFLIGION AND AS METAPHORIC KINSBIP

Nationalism in itselfbelongs neither on the left nor on the right ofthe political
spectrum. Through an emphasis on equality between citizens, it may he an
ideology of the left. By emphasising vertical solidarity and the exclusion of
foreigners (and sometimes minorities), it may belong on the right. Anderson
suggests that nationalism (as well as other ethnlc ideologies) should he
classffied together withkinship and religion rather than with fascism and
liberalism (Anderson, 1991 [1983]: 15). It is an ideology which proclaims
that the Gemeinschaft threatened by mass society can survive through a
concern with roots and cultural continuity. In Josip Llobera’s words, ‘In
modernity, the nationalist sentiment is flrst of ali a reaction agalnst the cos
mopolitan pretensions ofthe Enlighteninent’ (Liobera, 1994:221). Liobera,
in his bookwith the telling title The GodofModernity (1994), argues strongly
in favour of a view ofnationalism which sees it as a kind of secular religion.

lii an important study of violence and nationalism in Sri Lanka and
Australia, Bruce Kapferer (1988; 1989) describes nationalisin as an ontology;
that is a doctrine about the essence ofreality. Through lis examples from
the two very different societies, Kapferer shows how nationalism can histil
passions and profound emotions in its followers. It frequently draws on
religion and myth for its symbolism, which is often violent in character. (One
needs only to think ofmilitary parades, which are cornmon in the celebration
of Independence Days in many countries.) Like other ethnic ideologies,
nationalism lays claim to symbols which have great importance for people,
and argues that these symbols represent the nation-state. Death is often
important in nationallst symbolism: indMduals who have died in war are
depicted as martyrs who died in defence of their nation. If the nation is a
community that one is willing to die for, reasons Kapferer, then it must be
capable of touching very intense emotions. Like Anderson, Kapferer thus
stuesses the religious aspect ofnationalism and its abifity to depict the nation
as a sacred community.

in his study of nationalism in Qubec, Richard Handier suggests that
Qubecois nationalists imagine the nationas a ‘collective indMdual’. Citing
three diifereut informant statements which support this assumption, he
concludes:

These images of the nation as a living individual — a tree, a friend, a creature with a
soul — convey first of ali a sense of wholeness and boundedness. They establish the
integral, irreduciblenature ofthe collectivity as an existententity. (Handier, 1988:40)

lii general, nationalism, like other ethriic ideologies, appropriates symbols
and meanings from cultural contexts which are hnportant in people’s

. everyday experience. During the period leading up to the Islamic Revolution
- injran in 1979, the US wadepicted as an adulterous infidel who raped and

mistreated Iran, which was depicted as a woman — as a mother-country
(Thaiss, 1978). This kind of symbolism can he extremely powerful in mass
politics.

This example also conirms the view of nationalism (and other ethnic
ideologies) as a form of metaphoric kinship. Kinship terms are frequently
used lii nationalist discourse (mother-country, father of the nation, brothers
and sisters, and so on), and the abstract community postulated by national
ists may be likened to the km group. Although principles ofkinship vary, the
members of every society have some notion of family ohligations. Kinship
and km organisation are basic features of social organisation iii most

: societies. Nationalism appeared, and continues to appear, in periods when
the social importance ofkmnship is weakened. One may perhaps go so far as
to say that urbanisation and individualism create a social and cultural
vacuum in human Ilves iii so far as kinship loses much of its hnportance.
Nationalism promises to satisfy some of the same needs that kinship was
formerly responsible for. It offers security and a feeling of continuity, as well
as offering career opportunities (through the educational system and the
labour market). As a metaphoricalpaterfamilfas nationalism states that the
members of the nation are a large family: through the national courts it
punishes its disobedient chfldren. It is an abstract version of something
concrete which every individual has strong emotions about, and nationalism
tries to transfer this emotional power to the state level. lii this way,
nationalism appears as a metaphoric kmnship ideology tailored to fit large
scale modern society — it is the ideology of the nation-state.

THE NATION-STATE

Like other ideologies, nationalism must siinultaneously justify a particular
(real or potential) power structure and satisfy acknowledged needs on the
part of a population. Seen from this perspective, a successlhl nationalism
implies the linking of an ethnic ideology with a state apparatus. There are
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hnportant differences between the functioning of such a state and other
social systems studied by anthropologists.

The nation-state, unlike many other political systems, draws on an
ideology proclaiming that political boundaries should be coterminous with
cultural boundaries. Further, the nation-state has a monopoly on the
legitimate use of violence and taxation. This double monopoly ts its most
important source of power. The nation-state has a bureaucratic adrninis
tration and a written legislation which encompasses ali citizens, and it has
— at Ieast as an ideal — a uniform educational system and a shared labour
market for ali its citizens. The great majority ofnatton-states have a ziational
language usedin ali official conimunications; some deny linguistic minorities
the right to use their vernacular.

Political Ieaders in other kinds of society may also monopolise violeuce
and taxation. What ts here peculiar to the nation-state ts the enormous con
centration of power it represents. The difference is apparent between a
modem war and a feud among the Yanomamö or Nuer. Iii the same way as
the abstract community ofnationalism includes an inconceivable number of
people (in Britain more than 60 million) compared with polities based on
kinship (the upper liinit for a Yanomamö Iocal community ts approximately
500 individuals), the modern state can be said to he modelled on social
organisations based on kinship.

I{aving discussed general aspects of nationalist identity, ideology and
organisation, we shall now consider some examples which suggest ways lii

which nationalism can be studied anthropologically.

NATIONAIJSM AGA]NST THE STA

The cultural egalitarianism preached by nationalism in most of its manifes
tations can inspire counterreactions in situations where a segmeut of the
population does not consider itself to he part of the nation. This ts extremely
cornnaon, as most nation-states contain larger or smaller minorities. Iii
chapters 7 and 8, different minority situations will he considered; here, we
shall briefly consider one where a part of the minority reacts through
inventing its own nation.

The egalitarian charter ofFrench nationalism and the French Revolution
emphasised that every citizen shouldhave equal rights, equaljuridical rights
and, in principle, equal opportunities (women, however, were only partly
included lii this imagined cornmuxiity). Eventually ali French people were to
identify themselves as Frenchpeople and feel Ioyal towards the newrepublic.
Linguistic standardisation through the spread ofthe officialFrench language
has been an important aspect of this project since the eighteenth century,
but linguistic minorities stiil exist, notahly in the south and south-east and
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in Brittany, where the majority of the population traditionally spoke Bretori,
a Celtic language unrelated to French.

Breton ethnic identity ts intimately connected with language; there are
few other conspicuous markers avaflable for boundary maintenance. This
identity has been threatened for centuries bythe dominantFrench language.
Particularly during the first half of the twentieth century, the number of
Breton speakers dedlined rapidly. However, as Maryon McDonald (1989)
and others have shown, there have been signs of ethnic revitalisation lii later
years. A plethora of organisations championing the Breton cause have
emerged since the Second World War. Lois Kuter (1989) reports thatyoung
Bretons have a positive view on learnlng Breton, explicitly linking it with
their ethnic identity. Some radio and TV programmes are now made in
Breton, and many Iearn Breton as a foreign language at evening classes and
summer schools. The language, as well as many aspects ofimputed Breton
custom, have largely had to he revived, since the ‘acculturation’ process had
gone very far.

Why do the survival and revival of the Bretonlanguage seem so important
to many Bretons? R would he simplistic to say, as an explanation, that their
language forrns an impcfrtant part of theh’- cultural identity. After ali,
language shift has heen widespread tri Brittany (and elsewhere) for centuries.
The militancy concerning language can therefore he seen as an anti-French

political strategy. Since the French state chose the French language as the
foremost symhol of its nationalism, the most efficient and visible kind of
resistance against that nationalism may he a rejection ofthat language. For
many years it was ifiegal to speak Breton in public. Many Bretons are stifi
bilingual and switch situationally between the languages. By nsing Breton
tri public contexts, Bretons sigual that they do not acquiescence lii French
domination. A notion of cultural roots alone would not have been enough:
roots were never sufficient to revive a vanishing identity.

An tnteresting feature of the Breton resistance against French

domination is an aspect of what Eric Hobsbawm (1977) has cafled ‘the
Shetlands effect’, wherehy a small periphery allies itselfwith a major centre
against ks locai dominator. In the case of some Breton leaders, this effect

was articulated in taking a pro-German line during the Second World War
(McDonald, 1989: 123).

The population ofBrittany ts divided over the issues ofianguage, identity

and political rIghts. The revitalisation movement ts largely an eite or middle

class phenomenon, like many other shnular movements (cf. chapter 5 for

Indo-Trinidadians). Cost—benefit calculations may he involved here. Had

Brittany been the wealthiest part of France, Bretons might, like some
Catalans tri Spain, have demanded fuli independence. But on the other hand,
there are strong ethnopolitical movements tri distinctly disadvantaged

regions as well, such as Andalusia tri southern Spain.

1
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NATIONALISM AND THE OTHER

Like other ethnlc identities, national identities are constituted in relation to
others; the very idea of the nation presupposes that there are other nations,
or at Ieast other peopies, who are not members of the nation. Nationalist
dichotomisation may take many forms; it could well be argued that the main
structural conclition for chauvkiist nationalism in our day and age is
competitiou between nation-states on the world market. Although there
have been many wars between nation-states, such wars have been com
paratively rare since 1945. Instead, we may perhaps regard international
sports as the most important form ofmetaphoric war between nation-states
— containing, perhaps, most of the identity-building features ofwarfare and
few of the violent, destructive ones (cf. MacClancy, 1996; Archetti, 1999).
Noneffieless, boundary rnaintenance and ethnic dichotomisation may stifi
take violent forms in many parts of the world, and this also holds good for a
number of ethnic nationalisms, for example in Sri Lanka.

In his analysis ofSinhalese national symbolism, Kapferer (1988) liriks state
power, nationalist ideology and the Sinhalese—Tamil conflict with the role of
Sinhalese myth in cosmology andin everydaylife. Importantmyths, recorded
in the ancient Sinhalese chronicle of the Mahavamsa, are the Vijaya and
Dutugemunu Iegends. The Vijaya myth, the main Sinhalese myth oforigin,
tells of a prince who arrives from India and slaughters a great number of
dernons tri order to conquer Sri Lanka. The Dutugemunu myth, set at a later
historical period, telis of a Skihalese leader under whose military guidance
the people rids itselfofa foreigu overlord. Later, he conquers the Tamils.

In Sinhalese political discourse, these myths are frequently ‘treated as
historical fact or as having foundation tri fact’ (Kapferer, 1988: 35).
Sinhalese dominance lii the SriLankan state, including dominance over the
Tamil minority, ts justified by referring to the MaJzavamsa, which is so
interpreted as to state that the Sinhalese and the Tanilis have the sanie
origins, but are now two nations, with the Sinhalese as the dominant one.
The myths thus form an important element in the justification ofSinhalese
nationalism. Tanilis produce contradictory interpretations.of the myths,
which are thus actively usedin reconstruction of the past aimed atjustifying
present political projects.

Kapferer is particularly concerned with violence and the interpenetration
oflived experience, myth and state power. When he analyses the ethnic riots
of the early 19 80s, he finds that ‘the demonic passions of the rioting were
fuelled in a Sinhalese Buddhist nationalism that involved cosmological
arguments simular to those in exorcism, particularly in the rites of sorcery’
(Kapferer, 1988: 29). The human—demon dualism and other — freqpently

violent— aspects ofmythwere transferred to a nationalist ideologyjustifying
Sinhalese hegemony and violence against Tamuis.

According to many nationalist myths, the nation is born, or arises, frorn
a painful rite ofpassage where it has to fight its adversaries; the Other or the
enemy within. Re-enactment of that violence, as in SriLanka, can bejustified
by referring to such myths, which form part of a ‘cosmic logic’ or ontology
through which the Sinhalese experience the world (Kapferer, 1988: 79).
This cosrnic logic, where evil pIays an important part, is congruent with the
current ethuic hostifities and serves as a rationalisation for the use offorce.

Kapferer’s argument is complex and cannot be reproduced in fuli here. It
may not he correct that violence is a more or less universal feature of
nationalist linagery, but his analysis is consistent with the perspective on
ethnicity and nationalism developed tri this book. He shows the importance
of the Other in the formation of ethnic identity and ffluminates the mediating
role of symbols tri ethnic ideologies. They must simultaneously justify a
power structure and give profound meaning to people’s experience tri order
to motivate them to give personal sacrifices for the nation. Finally, Kapferer
shows how the potential power of ethnic identifications is increased manifold
when an ethnic identity ts Iinked with a moderri state — when ethnicity
becomes nationalism. My descriptions of nationalism as a rnetaphoric
kinship ideology and (from peaceful Qubec) the depiction of the nation as a
human organism, are perhaps too weak in this context. Tn relation to
Sinhalese nationalism, appropriate metaphors may rather be war, birth and
death. However, the peaceful Qubecois nationalism and the violent
Sinhalese one share certain features: both refer to the past and to
assumptions of shared culture in imagining their ahstract communities. Jn
other regards, of course, they may not he comparahle, since the Qudhecois
are separatist and the Sinhalese are not. Tri Kapferer’s words:

The organFzing and integrating potential of ideology, the propensity of certain
ideological formations to unify, to embrace persons of varying and perhaps opposed
political and sodal interests, and to engage them in concerted, directed action, may
owe much to the logic of an ontology that the ideology inscribes ... Ideology can
engage a person tri a fundamental and what may be experienced as a ‘primordial’
way. And so the passions are fired and people may burn. (Kapferer, 1988:83)

Kapferer’s analysis of Sri Lankan nationalism focuses on the enactment of
boundary rnechanisms at different interrelated leveis; symbolic, practical
and political. He argues that nationalisms must he studied in a truly
comparative spirit, and shows that Sinhalese nationalism ts qualitatively
diifereut from European nationalisms because the societies cliffer. Notahly, he
argues that it ts hierarchical in nature and not inherently egalitarian. Nev
ertheless, Kapferer’s study ts consistent with the theoretical framework on



THE PROBLEM OF IDENTITY BOUNDARIES

Problems of identity and problerns ofboundary maintenance have usually
been studied in relatton to minorities or otherwise ‘threatened’ or ‘weak’
groups, or in situations of rapid social change. It seems to have been ari
implictt assumption that identity processes and the maintenance ofidentity
are unproblematic in dorninaut groups. ‘Majority identities’, Diana Forsythe
writes (1989: 137), ‘... appear as they are seen from without, seeming to
be strong and secure, 11 not oufright aggressive. Certainly this ts how
Germanness is perceived iii many parts ofEurope.’

Forsythe’s research on German identtty indicates that this central and
powerful identity— considered by many as the dominant nattonal identity in
Europe3— ts characterised by anomalies, fuzzy boundaries and anibiguous
criteria for belongingness. First of ali, it is unclear where Germany is.
Although both the inhabitants of the Federal Republic and the GDR are
clearly German (Forsythe’s article was written before the reunlfication), they
fali to unite the nation iii a nation-state. Not ali West Germans wouldinclude
the GDR as Inland. Even after reunification, the distinction between Wessies
and Ossies ts a salient one, which refers to economic as well as to imputed
cultural differences. Fnrther, many Germans would include the areas lost to
Poland and the former USSR during the Second World War as German.

Second, it ts difficult to justify the existence of the German natton by
referring to history. With the Nazi period (1933—45) in mmd, Forsythe writes
(1989: 138): ‘The German past ts not one that lends itself comfortably to
nostalgia, nor ts it well-suited to serve as a charter for nationalists’ dreams
for the future.’

Third, more or Iess as a consequence, it ts dffllcult to state what it means
to he German tri cultural terms. Pride in national identity has posittvely been
discouraged since the Second World War, as many ‘typical’ aspects of
German culture were associated with Nazism (cf. Dumont, 1992, for a con
troversiai uultural—historical analysis ofGerman national identity).

Fourth, and tifis ts the tssue which ts of partlcular concern here, the
question of who is German turns out to he a complicated one. In principle, ‘the
universe ts divided into the theoretically exhaustive and mutually exclusive
categories ofDeutsche (Germaus) and Ausliinder (foreigners)’ (Forsythe, 1989:
143). In practice, there are nevertheless difficult problems assoctated with

3 This is perhaps particularly trne afterreunification in 1990. when Germany suddenly
became much blgger In terms ofpopulatlon, and geographically even more central,
than the other large Buropean countrles.
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the delineation of boundartes. The criterion for Germanness, as applied by
ordinary Germans, can he etther language or ‘a rnixture compounded of
appearance, familybackground, country ofresidence, and country oforigin’
(ibtd.). A certain number of foreigners are included iii both definitions of
Germanness, and the latter especially ts quite inaccurate. Austrians and the
majority of Swiss are German-spekers, but do not live in a German state.
On the other hand, millions of people of German descent, who may or may
not actually speak German, live tn Central and Eastern Europe.4These, as
well as other emigrants, fail into dilTerent categories (see Figure 6.1).

The category Auslärider (foreign) presents similar. problems, and it
transpires that the Dutch and Scandinavians are considered much ‘less
foretgn’ than Turks and Jews.

These anomalies, while they pose specffic problems to German identity, are
general and widespread. Such problems highlight the lack of congruence
between ideal modeis or ideologtes and that social reality to which they
ostensibly refer. Nationalist and other ethntc ideologieshold that social and
culturalboundaries shouldbeunambtguous, clear-cut and ‘digital’ orbinary.
They should also he congruous with spatial, politicalboundartes. This, as we
have seen, ts anidealwhichts very clifficult to upholdmnpractice. Someviolent
nationalisms may try to eradicate the anomalies; suchwas the case ofNazism,
where milhous ofmembers ofso—calledlower races occupying parts ofGerman
terrttory were killed or forced to erntgrate; and more recently, Europeans and
Africans alike have witnessed ‘ethnic cleansing’ lii ex—Yugoslavia and
Rwanda. In most cases, however, complex realities are coped with more
gracefuhly. We should here keep in mmd that there is never a perfect fit
between ari ideology and the social reality it ts about, since an ideology ts a
kind of theory — like a map — which necessarily simpiifies the concrete.

German identity, although ideally solid, digttal and well demarcated,
functions fil an analog way on the ground: dlfferences of degree are made
relevant in the classffication of others even when the classificatory system
in theory requires clear dichotomisation. It is possible to he ‘somewhat
German’ or ‘not really foreign’. German identity seems to have frontiers, but
no boundaries (cL Cohen, 1994). Perhaps officialnationalistideologies tend
to he more concerned wtth clear-cut, unambiguous boundaries than other
ethnic ideologies. An explanation for this couldbe that nations are territorial
and political units wtth ari inherent need to divtde others into insiders and
outsiders on the basts of citisenship. Cultural similarity among citizens
becomes a politicai programme vested iii the state. In this way, official
national identittes may, generahly speaking, be more comprehensive and
may place greater demands on the individual than ethnic identities in a

4 The foreign policy spokesman for the German SocialDemocratlc Partystated, at apublic
lecture in 1992, that ‘there are six million Germans livlng Inthe foriner SovietUnion’.
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ethnic organisation and identity developed in earlier chapters, as well as the
theory ofnationalism which stresses the link between ethnictty and the state.

Ethnicity and Nationalism
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polyethnlc society, which are rarely sanctioned through state institutions.
FRG citizens of German descent living in However, as the German example shows, popular perceptions ofGermanness

are more fine-grained and less unambiguous than the formal nationalism of
the Federal Republic : the state would imply. The difference between dominant and popular

a

______________________________________

discourses is thus evident not merely iii the contrast between state
4— nationalism and non-state ethnicity, but also in the contrast between

Aussiedier living in the FRG state/formal and popular/informal nationalisin (Banks, 1996: 155;
Bauinann, 1996; Eriksen, 1993a).

As the above examples indicate, although it may he cQrrect to talk of a
GDR citizens of German descent living in general theory ofnationalisin, namelythatpresentedinthefirstpages ofthis

b
ffi GDR

chapter, nationalLsms on the ground are quite different from each other. So
e far, ali of the nationalisms considered have been clearly ethnic lii character.

Sinhalese nationalism acknowledges the presence of Sri Lankan Tamiis as a
distinctive ethnic group, but places them in a subservient relationship to the
Sinhalese. We shall therefore round off this chapter by considering the

Restdeutsche (live in land stiil claimed by possibifity of a kind of nationalism which is not based on ethnicity.
C

some as Deutschland or in other areas of NATIONALISM WITEIOUT ETHNICITY?

: Eastern Europe)
So-called piural or polyethnic societies have often been described as deeply
divided societies marked by perennial conffict and competition between

Auswanderer: ernigrant FRG citizens of discrete ethnic groups (M.G. Smith, 1965; Horowitz, 1985). Although this

d view may in some cases he relevant, we have argued against it for too
Gerrnan descent living in other Western strongly focusing on conllict and group boundaries, at the cost ofunderes

timating cooperation, identity formation along non-ethnic lines, and cultural
countnes (German speakers) . . .. .

_______________________________________

integratton. Mauntius is often regarded as a typical piural society (Benedict,
1965); here, 1 shall approach it from a different perspective, focusing on

German speakers living in German-
shared meaning rather than group competition.

e .. There are two complementary trends m Mauntian nationalism, and both
spealdng foreign countries (e.g. Austria) 4— of them are ostensibly non-ethnic lii character (Eriksen, 1988; 19 92a;

[ 1993a; 1998). First, the Mauritian nation may be depicted as identical with
the mosaic of cultures’ reffied in the identity politics of the island. Typical
expressions of thls view of the nation are the cultural shows organised
annually in connection with Independence Day (Republic Day as from

People of German descent living in foreign, 1992). At these shows, every main ethnic category is invited to present a

non-German-speaking countries (e.g. USA): typical’ song or dance from its cultural repertoire. The Sino-Mauritians are
always present with a dragon of some kind, Hindus sing Indian filin songs

may or may not speak German or play sitar music, and the Creoles are always represented with a sga (a

: song form associated with the Creoles). In thls way, the nation is imagined
$ as a mosaic. This trend, which we may label multiculturalism’, is also

Source: Porsythe, 1989: 146. evident in the national mass media, where every group is represented
through specffic radio and TV programmes, and in the educational system,

Figure 6.1: Degrees of German-ness according to emic categories where pupils may learn their ‘ancestral languages’ as a foreign language.
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The other main trend in Mauritian nationalism depict the nation as a
supra-ethnic or non-ethnic commnnity, which encompasses or transcends
ethnicity rather than endorsing it. The flag, the national anthem and the
national language express such a nationalism. The national language of
Mauritius is English, which is no one ethnic group’s ancestral language or
currently spoken language — and which therefore seems an appropriate
choice as a supra-ethnic compromise (Eriksen, 1990). Colonial symbols,
which cannot he associated with a particular ethnic group, are also
dominant. Formal equality and equal opportunities are emphasised.

The Mauritian situation is more complex than this outline suggests. There
is some ethnic tension, and there are confllcts between national and ethnic
identffications.,Many post-colonial states are faced with sirnilar problems to
those ofMauritius. They are obviously constructions ofrecent origins. When
[minanuel Wallerstein asks, rhetorically, Does India exist?’ (Wallerstein,
199 la), he must therefore answer no — or at least, that it did not exist prior
to colonisation. Many such states, particularly in Africa, hadno pre-colonial
state that could he revived, and the great majority of these states are
polyethnic although it is true, as Banks (1996: 157) states, that in many
cases, they are dorninated by one ethnic group. Nevertheless, two pokits
have to he made here. First, the only African state to have collapsed institu
tionally 1tt the postcolonial era, Somalia, isfwas also one of the few
mono-ethnic ones. In other words, shared ethnic ideritity is not sulficient to
bufld nationhood. Second, 1tt most polyethnic states, some degree of
comprornise is needed, and some degree of supra-ethnic symbolism is
required— ifonlyto avoid riots and uiirest. To depict the nation as identical
with a ‘mosaic of ethnic groups’ could, at the same time, threaten to
undermine the project of natlon-building since it focuses on differences
lnstead ofsirnilarities.

In a discussion ofthis section as it appearedin the first edition ofthis book,
Banks (1996: 154—9) expresses serlous doubt as to the notion ofnon-ethnic
nations which ‘bypass any Iocal ethnicities’ (ibkL: 158). Instead, he argues
that ‘ali nationalisms, once state control is achieved, actively seeks both to
enhance and reify the specffically ethnic identities of deviant others within
the nation state, and at the same time to efface the idea of ethnic particular
ism within the national identity’ (ibid.). His view is, in other words, that
nations tend to be dominated by ethnic groups which deny their ethnlc
identity (instead presenting themselves simply as citizens or huinans) and
relegate others to minority status or assimilate them. This is ari iinportant
argument, and symbollc domination frequently works this way. For example,
male domination often expresses itself through the tacit assumption that
‘humans’ are ‘men’ (witnessedin statements, common iii classic anthropol
ogy, like ‘the X’es allow their women to work outside the home’). The
stereotype ofthe ‘American’ is typically a white man, and so on. 1 am never
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theless not convinced of the general applicabffity ofthis Iogic. In Trinidad &

r Tohago, the dominant group has, since Independence, been the Afro
Trirjidadians, and it could well be argued that Indo-Trinidadians have been
exoticised as a minority — however, since the mid-1990s, an Indo
inidadian has been Prime Minister of the country, and Indo-Trinidadians
are appropriating and adapting symbols of Afroness such as the steelband
and even the calypso. The boundaries are becoming blurred, and the terms
of discursive hegemony are becoming unclear. In the USA, the traditional
hegemony ofthe WASPs is, if anything, being challenged from a number of
directions: the anxieties and debates concerning multicultural education (see
chapter 8) are a case 1tt point; the majority ofUS Nobel laureates are often
Jews; the current (2002) Secretary of State is black; and one of the foremost
defenders of the American societal model, Francis Fukuyama, is ofJapanese
descent. TonyBlalr’s ‘Cool Britannia’ also tends to he muchmore variegated
in terms of physical appearance and cultural image than its predecessors.

i Now, 1 am not saying that the ethnic element 1tt nationhood is about to go
away due to giobalisation and eradication of ‘radical cultural difference’, only
that there is no necessary 11mk between national identity and ethriic identity.

Let us leave this debate for now, and instead see how some ofthe insights
developed earlier may shed light on the Mauritian situation. From the study
of ethnic processes on the interpersonal level — from the early Copperbelt
studies onwards — we Imow that identities are negotiahle and situational.
From the Barthian emphasis on boundary processes and later studies of
identity boundaries, we also know that the selection ofboundary markers is
arbitrary in the sense that only some features ofculture are singled out and
defined as crucial tri boundary processes. Just as the potential number of
nations ts much larger than the actual nuinber, the number ofethnic groups
1tt the world ts potentially infinite. Prom recent studies ofnationalism, finally,
we have Iearnt that the relationship between cultural practices and reffied

: cnlture is not a simple one, and that ideologists always select and reinterpret
aspects of culture and history which fit into the legitimation of a particular
power constellation.

On the basis of these theoretical insights, it is possible to draw the
conclusion that Mauritian nationalism may represent an attempt to create
a nation 1tt the conventional sense; that Mauritian society ts currently at ari
early stage ofthe ethnogenesis of a nation. The invention of a shared history

L for ali the ethnic groups of the islandls under way, and it has been suggested
(Eriksen 1 993b) that a plausible ‘myth oforigin’ for the nation could be the

: Iast ethnic riot, 1tt 1967—68, the ‘riotto end ali riots’. The homogenisation
of cultural practices has gone very far, due to rapid industrialisation and
capitalist integration, and by now the vast majority ofMauritians speaks the
saxne language at home (Kreol, a French-Iexicon creole). As an increaslng
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part ol’ the indMdual’s life is determined by lis or her performance iii the
anonymous labour market, the supra-ethnic variety ofnational identity may
eventually replace obsolete ethnic identities.

On the other hand, a principal lesson from etlmicity studies is that doomed
ethnic categories tend to re-emerge, often with unprecedented force. Ari often
mentioned example from Europe is that of the Celts, who have been
‘perennially vanishing’ for a thousand years. Tri the USA, occasionally
mentioned as a non-ethnic nation, hyphenated identities and ethnic identity
politics are perhaps more important than ever at the beginnlng ofthe twenty
first century. Referring to ‘primordial’ values, such identfflcations remain
capable of mobffising people — years after the social contexts where these
values were enacted hadvanlshed. And iii Mauritius itself, thirty years after
‘the last ethnic riot’, ethnic violence briefly erupted again in February 1999,
following the unexplained death, iii police custody, ofa popular Creole singer.
Mauritius may nonetheless remain a prosperous, stable and democratic
society based on a piurality of ethnic identities which are compatible with
national identity — and thls is also a possible outcome of the ongoing process
of transformation.

Nations are not necessarily more static than ethnic groups. Moreover, as
suggested above, multi-ethnic nations may be effectively re-defined histori
cally, in order to accommodate rights claims from groups who have felt
excluded from the core of the nation. Tri ari intriguing comparison between
the USA, Canada and Australia, John Hutchinson (1994) shows how the
symbolism and official identities of these three ‘New World’ countries have
been re-fashtoned during the last decades of the twentieth century. He
analyses a major commemorative event in each country: the centenary of
the federal Canadian state (1967), the Bicentenary of the Declaration oflnde
pendence iii the USA (1976), and the Bicentenary of the settlement in
Australia by Europeans (1988). In ali three cases, the authorities had
envisioned a consolidation of a homogeneous white national identity; and
in ali three cases, the national celebrations led to widespread contestation of
the terms iii which nationhood was framed. In Canada, the centenary
marked the beginnlng of Qubecois secessionism; in the USA, varlous
minority activists demonstrated noisily; and in Australia, Aborigines iii

particular were strongly against the celebrations, declaring ‘a national year
of mourning’ (Hutchlnson, 1994: 170). Interestingly, ali three countries
have since embarked on official re-definitions ofnationhood, now presenting
themselves to the outside world as ‘multicultural societies’ rather than white
ones. If one accepts that national identity does not have to be founded in
common ethnic origins, the disruptions and conflicts surrounding the rituals
may actually have strengthened national cohesion by making a wider par
ticipation possible.

NATIONAIJSM AND ETIINICITY RECONSIDERED

Nationalism and ethnicity are kindred concepts, and the majority ofnation
allsms are ethnic tri character. The distinction between nationalism and
ethnicity as analytical concepts is a sitnple one, ifwe stick to the formal level
ofdefinitions. A nationallst ideology is ari ethnic ideology which demands a
state on behalf ofthe ethnic group. However, tri practice the distinction can
be highly probleinatic.

First, nationalism may sometimes express a polyethnic or supra-ethnic
ideology which stresses shared civil rights rather than shared cultural roots.
That would be the case tri many African countries as well as tri Mauritius,
where no ethrilc group openly tries to turn nation-buflding into ari ethn.ic
project on its own behalf. A clistinction between ethnic nationalisms and
polyethnic or supra-ethnic nationalisms could be relevant here.

Second, certain categories of people may find themselves in a grey zone
between nation and ethnic category. If some of their members want fufi
political independence, others limit their demands to lingulstic and other
rights within ari existing state. It depends on the interlocutor whether the
category is a nation or ari ethnic group. Moreover, national and ethnic
membership cau charige situationally. A Mexican tri the United States
belongs to ari ethnic group, but belongs to a nation when he or she returns
to Mexico. Such designations are not politically innocent. Whereas the
proponents of ari iridependent Punjabi state (Khalistari) describe themselves
as a nation, the Iridian government sees them as ethriic rebeis. lur terrorists
are their freedom fighters.

Third, tri the mass media and in casual conversation the terms are not
used consistently. When, regarding the former Soviet Union, one spoke of
the ‘104 nations’ compristng the union, thls terrn referred to ethnlc groups.
Only a handful of them were nations to the extent that their leaders wanted
fuli kidependence.

In societies where nationalism above ali ts presented as ari impartial and
universalistic ideology based on bureaucratic principles ofjustice, ethnicity
and ethnic organisation may appear as tbreats agalnst national cohesion,
justice and the state. This tension may appear as a conffict betweenparticu
Iarist and universaiist moralities. In these polyethnic societies, nationalism ts
frequentlypresented as a supra-ethnic ideology guaranteeingformaljustice
and equal rights for everybody. ypicafly, nationallst rhetoric stressing
equality for ali belongs to the political Ieft tri these societies, such as tri

Mauritius and South Africa.
A different kirid of confllct between ethnicity and nationalism, which ts

perhaps more true to the conventionalmeaning of the term nationalism, can
he described as a confllct between a domlnating and a domlnated ethnic
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group within the framework of a modern nation-state. lii such contexts, the
nationalist ideology of the hegemonic group will he perceived as a particu
larist ideology rather than a universalist one, where the mechanisms of
exclusion and ethnic discrimination are more obvious than the mechanisms
of inclusion and formal justice. This kind of duality, or ambiguity, is
fundamental to nationalist ideology (Eriksen, 1991b).

This duality of nationalism has been described as ‘the Janus face. of
nationalism’ (Nairn, 19 77: part 3). A coufllct between ethnicity and
nationalism is evideut, for example, iii the case of the relationship between
the Bretons and the French state. This kind of situation is characteristic of
the contemporary world, where states tend to be dominated politically by
one of the constituent ethnic groups (cf. Connor, 1978) or, more accurately,
by its elites. In the next two chapters 1 shall distinguish between two types of
minority situation, that of aboriginal or indigenous populations and that of
urban minorities, and dlfferences and slmilarities between thelr respective
situations wffl he elaborated on. Several of the themes dealt with lii tMs
chapter, including contested national identities, culture and rights,
citizenship and cultural ehange, wffl thenbe pickedup and developed further
in the two klnds of context.
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7 MINORITIES AND THE STATE

[Fior their part, the Indians have little or nothing to put in the place of
governmental administration: there are no ‘typically Jndian’ methods of
administering a hospital nor is there a ‘typically Indian’ way of
bookkeeping or using typewriters.

Modernisation and the establishment of a system of nation-states have
created a new situation for the people nowadays known as ‘ethnic minorities’
or ‘indigenous peoples’. Most ofthem häve become citizens lxi states, whether
they like it or not. The spread ofcapitalism has also played an lniportant part
lxi creating condlitions for new forms of ethnicity — both through local
economic and cultural change and through migration. The perspective on
ethnicity and nationalism lxi this chapter can he described as a perspective
from below, lxi that we focus on ethnic groups which are not hegemonic lxi
a state. They remain di.stinctive despite efforts undertaken by the agencies
of the nation-state to integrate them politically, culturally and economically
— or, lxi other cases, they may try to become lntegrated as equal citl2ens, but
are kept separate through a politics of segregation.

In a reassessment of the seminal Ethnic Groups and Boundaries, Fredrik
Barth (1994) admitted that his colleagues and his ‘1969 analyses gave
limited attention to the effects of state organization’ (Barth, 1994: 19). The
speciallsation lxi ethnicity studies cafled ninority studies is, however, not
guilty of:this omission, since the very term minority is meaningful only in
the context of a state.

MINORITIES AND MAJORFI’IES

An ethnic rninority can he defined as a group which is numerically inferior
to the rest of the population in a society, which is politically non-dominant
and which is belng reproduced as an ethnic category (cf. Minority Rights
Group, 1990: xiv).

Like other concepts used lxi the naIysis of ethnicity, the twln concepts
minority and majority are relative and relational. A minority exists only lxi
relation to a majority and vice versa, and their relationship is contingent on
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